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NEW QUESTION: 1
Ein Hub ist ein GerÃ¤t, das Folgendes verbindet:
A. two LANs using different protocols.
B. a LAN with a metropolitan area network (MAN).
C. two segments of a single LAN.
D. a LAN with a WAN.
Answer: C
Explanation:
ErlÃ¤uterung:
Ein Hub ist ein GerÃ¤t, das zwei Segmente eines einzelnen LAN
verbindet. Ein Hub ist ein Repeater. Es bietet Benutzern in
allen Segmenten desselben LAN eine transparente KonnektivitÃ¤t.
Es ist ein GerÃ¤t der Stufe 1.

NEW QUESTION: 2
In a major reorganization, all the employees of Company XYZ are
relocated from location A to location B.
The Company XYZ has approximately 1000 employees. Identify the
approach to implement this change.
A. Change the location associated with the Position of the
employees.
B. Change the location associated with the Organization of the
employees.
C. Use the mass assignment update feature to update the
assignment data of all the employees.
D. Change the location associated with the Grade.
E. Change the location associated with the Job.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: D
Explanation:
UNION combines the results of two or more queries into a single
result set that includes all the rows that belong to all
queries in the union. The UNION operation is different from
using joins that combine columns from two tables.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Given: Which three statements concerning the OO concepts "is-a"
and "has-a" are true?
A. Flimmer is-a Flommer
B. Flommer is-a Plinkable
C. Tagget is-a Plinkable
D. Tagget has-a String
E. Flommer is-a Glommer
F. Flommer has-a Tagget
G. Flimmer is-a Plinkable
Answer: A,D,G
Explanation:
A: Flimmer implements Plinkable.
Flimmer is-a plinkable.
D:The relationship modeled by composition is often referred to
as the "has-a"
relationship. HereTaggethas-aString.
F: Flommer extends Flimmer
So there is an "is-a relationship between Flommer and Flimmer .
Note: Thehas-a relationship has anencapsulation feature (like
private or protected modifier used before each member field or
method).
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